Low Cost Seal & Pavement Widths
Pilbara

LEGEND

- 12 on 12 (with 0.6 - 1m wide centreline)
- 12 on 12
- 11 on 11 (with 0.6 - 1m wide centreline)
- 11 on 11
- 10 on 12 (with 0.6 - 1m wide centreline)
- 10 on 12
- 10 on 10 (with 0.6 - 1m wide centreline)
- 10 on 10
- Dual Carriageway
- Gravel Road
- Regional Boundary

DESCRIPTION
Map shows low cost seal width designed to maximise safety gains using existing pavement width.

NOTE:
All roads require audible edge and audible centrelines.